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Discussion focuses on the widespread alienation cf
students; from tine foreign laJignage exferienre while rpfprring to
methodological factors underlying this syndrome and to the
uncertainty or the status that foreign language instruction has today
in the classroom. A causal relationship is suggested to exist between
students' alienation and the impact of the audiolingual method of
instruction. Major portions of the paper cover: (1) problem area, (2)

definition of the foreign language syndrome, (3) outline of the
audiolingual method, (4) contrasting features of the traditional
approach, and (5) suggested techniques for meeting course demands. It
is hoped that the paper will help the campus counselor in his work
with the student. (Author/RL)
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Probluu io7c

This spiw; ti Fiity of califw:nia, ono of the

instj.tw-ions of higher 7earnin, abolishnd the forcin re-

quirement as a part of its -,enoral education currlculum. In recent

years we have observed the status of fore4n lanunpos in the collee

curriculum becomin mare and more uncertain, foreign l_rw;ur7,c liajors

faein increasinp,ly dim future prospects, and students ;7,cnrally

C(3
shoving a marked lack of motivation for learning a foreir langua'Ao.

The prevalent attitude that students have tovard foreicrn langua5le

learning reprcsents ty.ah a puzlim; and inconruous nherwmchon in a

0 nocir=ty which prides itseLf on its ethnic, linr,,uistic, and eufru-ral

J
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plurality, particularly n the time when it is developim:, closer and

wider cooperr.tion with the ret 0-7 the modrn world.

The backround of second LanF..11ae learnim; is so broad that it

way be vieoed in a vainty of }c ranv,ing frorA subtle symp7

toms of an isolatiouit tendency on the o::,tion:71 scale to_rathr.

technical analyses of linguistic psycholinmaistie psycholor;ical, and

pednosical nature. In the fece of all the intellicnce that such

invcstiation could offe57 us we in. dire need of so7nethin.F-, beyond,

or rather ben,::,ath the Reneralities of eonflictinr, theoretical consider-

ations.- if we are to fulfill our role of student counselos. In the

first place we need to acquire an underotndin of typical difficulties

encountered in fore4;li languac lenrnin, and also to dove' lop an

insiOlt into the nssu.nr,tions of the me :h of instruction cmployud,

to be in the position to offer specific recom7.1endt7..ons of pro-

cedures and techniques which may be he17,ful to the student, Accord-

ingly, this paper will be concerned with those.aspects of the dominant

method of instruction which can be more directly associated with the

resulting problems both in learning and motivation. Also, we will

suggest some directions for the use of the counselor who must deal

with the substance of the unresolved theoretical issues in the prag-

matic terms of what can be done here and now to help the student adjust

to course demands.

Definition of Foreign Language Syndrome

We start from the assumption that there is a foreign language

syndrome on our college campuses. This malady is typically reflected

in the patient's frustration with and consequent alienation from the

foreign language experience in spite of his possible acceptance of

other products and manifestations of the foreign culture itself. If
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ye are to sns?,g013t :1.0IrJ.tionnm as a poYikble cr:tie for this attitude,

'e must: bc able to relate this tendency to the alienation of students

from forciF,n languaes, Howye., today your; i;enerations seem to

hnve e romantic affin3.ty for the unusual, tho diZforent, the e:\:otic,

and, I may add, for the'"w:ly out" thins c Whatever this may mean

it certainly must be falr relrio.vd from the tendy to close in and

isolate onef.:olf from the world. Eroverthle3s t).1(e sam yomg people

seem to fiy,d thir (_:po:,:ure to forci Ian7;uE;es to Le sirvAlarly

deficient 'hen compred to the human :nteret compltc involve-

rent, and relevance to their Livc:s that they hav been able to find

in foreiz cultures in other !.ys.

013%Aouoly, the ahicnation has Brown out of their experience. with

the study of some fore. n lanzuc Ir is our contention that the

nature of this experience it:. only indil:ectly rclz-;.ted to the particular

language -- but directly associated with the method and content of

instruction,'

Outline of the Audio Lingual nethod

For a number of years the Audio-Lingual (A-L)* method has dominated

the classroom at the initial and motivationally crucial stage in

second language learning. Therefore, it is in order that some answers

are sought to explain the factors which have contributed to such a

widespread disenchantment with the foreign language experience.

At the base of the A-L approach are found principles of Skinner's

version of behaviorism extended to language (6), combined with ling-

uistic structures, as the content of the target language. Briefly,

the part played by linguistics in the A-L approach has been restricted

* Abbreviated A-L in further text.
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to furnishing material which the contras:rive analysis has been able to

isolate and recommend as be reprosentativo structural patterns

of that particular. language. Skinner proposed that languag:1 is a

behavior acquired thzough operant conditioning and, althou:-.;hthi5

theory seems to be rather questionable (1), it offered a simple model of the

learning mechanism to the practical minded linguists, They felt that

the entire process of languns,,e learning cnn be reduced to systematic

ninternalivation" of linzuistic 4tructu:r.cs, by means of operi-.:nt con-

ditioning and that these structures were to serve as "pattern S" for

generation of corresponding utterances. Spolslzy (7) summari7-;es the

major assumptions of the A. method as followst

1. Foreign language learning is a mechanical process of habit
formation.

2. habits are strengthoned by reinforcement

3. Lengua,,,:e is behavior made up of hnhit genvirncsr-r; i tho
phonemic, morphological, lexical, and syntactic levels.

4. Repetition, practice, and reinforcement of unirs and their
concatenation are effective ways of developing language
performance.

It is immediately apparent that if the initial hypothesis were

accepted as correct, namely that verbal behavior is made up of habit

sequences only and that language learning is a mechanical process, then

it would only take efficiently manipulated mechanical devices in order

to accomplish the task of mastery of a foreign language. Accordingly,

memorization of dialogues remains the major activity both in classroom

and language laboratory, and "structure drill" represents the princi-

pal learning device of the method, since it mirrors rather closely

the formula of stimulus and response. In order to promote "internal-

ization" of grammatical principles the A -.L theoreticians rely heavily

on the process of discovery. Although we realize that discovery can
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be of considerable value to advaneed students, we find that its

potential at they initial stage:3 of acquisition of grammatical

pctence is questionr:ble both because of its o'cossive domnds

classroom time, and because of its frequently frustratiw; and

izing effect on students. It is sufficient to examine a book

Com..

on

demoral-

desif.;ned

to brim); about such a diElcovery in order to roaliv,e how limited is

the seopc- of tho.Poteroally ciduciblep,rammatical princilae; and how

1.1c3.p it offers to tho studw:Lt %.:ho iS nn.ertain alut his tem::a-

tive gcnerali2,ation and `:.'I she to be confirmed in his hunch. Since

students are not allowed to s1: n ouct;vion in Uw;Lish5 they usually

retain thei5: confusion on the particular point. In such a case, it

would be appropriate to :;wr.ost a reference grao=ar where the stu,:lent

can and the needed statem:mt synthesizing thp underlying grammatical

relations.

The rationale for dialogue memorization includes: better imitation

of sound and intonation pattern of the target languap,,e, situational

meaningfulness of utterances, and learning of judiciously selected

structures. Overlearning of linguistic structures is expected to

result in the transfer potential and in easier manipulation of trans-

formation drills, etc. Although these objectives are respectable in

themselves, it may be argued that their realization does not neces-

sarily nor automatically follow from dialogue memorization. Let us

point out that since translation is not tolerated by theA-L method,

the semantic content remains a superficial and the Least stressed

feature of the new utterance. This is incompatible with the claim

of the "situational meaningfulness of utterances". In practice, even

if a vague idea of meaning is initially gathered by the student, he is

not allowed to verify the same first, but is rushed instead to parrot
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the entire chain of utterances with the emphasis on preserving the

speed and in.cen:Ition pattern of the mc)del. In this manner the entire

activity turns very easily into a truly mechz!nical exorcise in repet-

ition and the transfer potential of a relatively meaninjess string

of utterances can obviously be only minimal. It is common knowledge

that comprehension of the foreign language exceeds the students

ability for production, particularly at the early stae of language

learnmx;. AccordinFjy, if prior is civen to iW.+.tation of sound and

the meaning is treated as a secondary featu-re, the student is doubly

handicapped first by insistence on his weaker and functionally untnot-

ivated capacity, and second by elimination of a source of motivation

that otherise could be found in the rewardin emperience of achieve-

ment -- if comprehension were given due priority in the process. In

her study of the structure and process in languoge acquisition. Ervin-

uLtue,.LIne Lne.Zunciacilentai rote o mterpretation

or comprehension when she points out that children will often respond

to the content of the utterance they have been asked to repeat only.

In this fashion the meaning inherent in the dialogue situation 5s

minimized by the negative impact that the dull procedure of "memoriza-

tion drills" has on students' motivation, and by the consequent absence

of any degree of identification which is the prerequisite for a fruit-

ful role-playing experience. We must also consider the potential for

boredom and revolt contained in the practice of imposed parroting of

someone else's remarks and messages -- without the underlying matrix

of thought and feeling. The same criticism can be directed against

structure drilling owing to the cumulative effects of: 1) gradual

diminishing of students' attention, 2) the proportional shrinking of

meaning, and 3) the increasing reliance on the mechanical element: in
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the repetition. Spc:alin from classroom experience Goren (3) com-

plcin: "Unfortunately, many Uivuiti..-:ally-oriented drills arc

deadly dull end so 5ntcnt on c:voidin the distractions that a meaning-

ful content to the p;'Ittcrn m15,ht offer, that the learner sees little

or no covinectjon beteci, these; boYAng c:0:rixcises and that promise of

wider cultural horizons or of coY2,!!unici',tive facility which originally

motivated his learninF;". It is iro7lical to recall a rather fatigued

tThc, 17::J1A5_ to der,cy-ne

certain "trditional." apnrc,ach as teachin!; "bout" the lanswac and

not the luxu';Inge itscij: for it' ha1 become more and q..f.rc am rent that

the A-L method teacho "structura2" and not the

Contras tin Feature of the "TradLtionLl" Aoproach

At this point it would be appropriate to briefly contrast the

mthnr? ,.:4th tho aT)uronclh in second. larmuae

learning. in the first place this label provides only a wn7-,tae refer-

ence to anything that could. be more or less directly opposed to the

only "legitimate" positions of the A-L school, and consequently it is

said to contain tho sum total of "absurd" practices in the light of

our "scientific certainties" concerning laiv.,uar,e learning process.

Obviously, the reality of the situation is too complex to be

described in oversimplified generalizations. For example, since

learning of vocabulary in context is doubtless the most adequate way

of dealing with new words, it has been taken for granted that the

"traditional" approach in this respect must he guilty of rote memoriza-

tion of vocabulary lists, on the ground that some old school teachers

and textbooks offered such lirts in each lesson. The only difficulty

with this generalization is that the way the vocabulary items were
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wanipulated depended exeluively on the compc:tenec and teaching

ability of each indi%jdual techer -- end not on a prescribed proce-

dure. Nevertheless, if wo start fro typical strategies prescribed

by the A-L method can i6entiry muy:e closely those points from which

the old p):actice owed 21:. divergece, and try to reduce them to a

common dimominator,. Accordingly the more salient differences are

found in: the t.;:cntm,nt of p:r-r:nar, use-, of translation, and orienta-

on to Culture, ersurc, verify,

I:16 ;7eLy:crorce co-11-)rcn;:ioll. now rucb thls practice invol,:es the

tendency towrd literal translation is to say the least, a debat-

able question. CY:mar was taught:. analytically and prescriptively,

which goes to say that students were e:;pected to develop the ability

to idcntify constituents of syntactic structures and to know how and

where they may be appropriate. Interestim:ly enough, these aims are

considered to be legitimate and consistent with the function of the

"pedagogical grammar" as it is conceived by the generative grammarians

of today. (8) The old school aPproach generally emphasized culture,

but it did so in a restricted way to include elements of distant

cultural heritage by sampling of classical, literature. Oa the other

hand, the A-L programs are hardly in a position to offer satisfactory

models in this respect for although authenticity of the colloquial

language in contemporary contexts is emphasized in their textbooks,

the substance of dialogues is deplorably narrow and confined to

surface phenomena.* Joyaux (4) expresses a balanced criticism of the

*A relatively recent development Promising a new outlook on cultural
content in foreign language programs is exemPlifind in the excellent
work of Camille Bauer. Nis "La Frnncr, Actucl:WI end "Panorama __do la
Zrence 1oderne" deal vith socctrum of attitudes,
feelings, and beliefs of the French people are revealed, as they have
evolved from the past, and they are compared and contrasted with the
generally held views by Americans, so that development of a cultural
perspective is made to bo relevant and realistic as well.



extreme positions In his statement that: ". .much v:as wrong with the

situation then (i,e. in the past), for reducing foreign language

study to re.i:ding and translating is as unfair and as stultifying as

reducing it to oral comprehension and sneal.:. ability -- especially

when the latter is still further reduced to its least human aspects,

the reflex mechanism."

Suggested Techniques for Veering Course Demnds

In ac ice with the ore :n a (;er-ou,7, 1:(--::,dc:.7-rt5_nn of

the priority of m n i n g equivillence in the. forco of r.oTTIPetc-nt

tion seems to be indispensable in vic w. of the crucial role played by

the semzintic elements in the process of o\'erlcarnincç of the new

structures. To minimize tie possible pitfalls of literal translation

in langua,ge production, the emphasis must be laid on expressions and

clich6-associations arilon!, lexical ites, which mike for the acquisi-

tion of sensitivity approximating that of the native speaker. For

example, since words differ across Languages in respect to their

semantic restrictions, it is necessary for the student to learn every

new item as it is found in the seatence. Thus a verb requiring a

preposition in French but taking a direct object in English will, be

identified and manipulated accordingly until sufficient overlearning

is achieved. Let us add immediately that the use of translation is

considered an indispensable aid at the stage of initial learning of

particular forms, and that systematic. use of the foreign language is

to be encouraged as soon as adequate comprehension of the meaning is

ensured. Application of newly acquired vocabulary and structures

must follow the initial learning so that vocabulary development paral-

lels expansion of linguistic competence.

9
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Since some students will have difficulty in accomplishing the

task of dialogue memorization, it would be advisable that they first

make certain that each utterance is clearly understood before they

attempt to imitate and memorize theme At times, students may find

it helpful to replace the names in the diatoi;ue with those of their

friends, as well as to substitute names of places with other names

and the like, in order to ver&fy thc.i.r lIncictrnet5.11p; of the rlinlaing.

Since 1.0.nune use ancl the livinL; criiphasied, it is

maintained that meaning is the primary clement and the sine qua non

of a meaningful practice.

As we have observed earlier there is a proble of rapprochement

between students and the foreign language experience today. Possibly,

the day is not far in the future when we will give students credit

on their scale of relevance. We cannot help being optimistic, however,

because foreign language experience can obviously be a learning

'experience of great potential, and because more and more enlightened

voices are heard calling for the neglected and the missng quality in

today's instruction -- the same quality which had earned a place for

the foreign language experience in the curriculum of general education .

initially. Let us define it as the potential that adequate exposure

to a foreign culture contains for humanizing the young and for making

them fit to live richer and more rewarding lives in a pluralistic

world where knowing and understanding the difference makes for meaning-

ful communication -- and, consequently, for true membership in a

cosmopolitan society.
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